the rate and has been set up to be significantly lower than the predicted on the source of not direct dimension . When the mean systolic arterial force is 100 mmhg, then glomerular capillary force is about 45 mm hg. The pressure drop crossways the glomerulas is only 1 to 3 mmhg , but supplementary jump down occurs in the efferent arteriole such that pressure in the per tubular capillary as regards 8 mm hg. Pressure in renal vein is regarding 4 mm hg. [9] Structures of renal capillary: Renal vascular model is extraordinary in this blood flows through two capillary beds, high pressure (glomerular) and low pressure (per tubular), associated in sequence. Blood enters the kidney by means of the renal artery and, following a chain of divisions, arrives at the glomerulus. Glomerular capillaries have to first go by afferent arteriole, where blood passes all the way through a second arteriole, the efferent arteriole. After that blood flows through the per tubular capillaries, which comprise the vasa recta that enlarge into the renal medulla, after this it accumulates in gradually larger venules and veins, and then goes out of the kidney through the renal vein. [6] [12] [13] MATERIAL AND METHODS
Disease (Diabetes):
Diabetes is a disease in which the body does not correctly absorb food for make use of energy. The majority of the food we eat is converted into glucose, for our body to utilize for energy. The pancreas makes a hormone named insulin to assist glucose for entering the cells of body. Body having diabetes will some time doesn't make sufficient insulin or can't take up its own insulin as how it should. This effect sugars to put up in blood. So diabetes is also referred as sugar. [14] [15] Explanation of the problem: Capillaries are very thin as well as distant from the heart, so in this situation how the blood flow is possible in these vessels. This is done by Fahreaus-Lindqvist effect. As per this effect the blood flows in two alienated layers while transitory through capillaries. The plasma layer contains more or less no blood cells. The second layer is blood cells which hang in plasma on the alignment of the capillary. In this procedure the useful blood viscosity depends upon radius of the capillary. So the effective viscosity decreases, with the radius and thus the blood flow becomes probable [6. Model: Blood viscosity means thickness and tackiness of blood. Usually mature blood viscosity is 40/100, unit mill poise. [16] Blood is a dynamic organ in so far since it act as a non-Newtonian fluid, in the sense its viscosity changes with role of shear rate. Consider shear rate like velocity, when blood travels fast as in peak-systole, it is physically thinner; when it travels slowly during end-diastole, it is thicker and stickier, because red cells cumulate. This method is called as the shear-thinning, non-Newtonian character of whole blood. [17] [18] [19] [20] . Here in the current paper we choose comprehensive 3-dimension orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinate arrangement, which is arranged as E3 known as three-dimensional Euclidean space. Here are some quantities related to moving blood in cylindrical vessels: blood velocity ( ) 
Equation of Continuity:
As there is no source or sink in the whole circuit of the human blood circulatory system, the heart behaves simply like a pumping station that is why the law of conservation of mass is applied to hemodynamic [25] . In view of the fact that, entire blood flow circuit of the kidney is known as a Renal Circulatory System. Consequently renal circulatory system is a subordinate system of human circulatory system. Blood come into kidney by arteries and out by veins and in a kidney no starting place or is submerged.
Mass of enter the blood = mass of outer the blood. Hence law of conservation of mass is applied for renal circulatory system. The blood flow exaggerated in presence of blood cells. This outcome is directly relative to volume engaged by blood cells. Let X is the volume portion enclosed by the blood cells in unit volume. And X can be taken as H/100. Therefore volume portion of plasma is (1-X), If mass ratio of blood cells to plasma is r, then we have
Everywhere c ρ and p ρ are densities of blood cells and blood plasma. Actually above mass ratio is not steady; even then it may be hypothetical to be constant in current situation. [26] .
The two phase of blood, i.e., blood cells and plasma go with an ordinary velocity. In this paper we have used the model given by Campbell and Pitcher. As per this model we consider the two phases of blood separately [27] . As per the principle of conservation of mass, the equations of continuity for the two phases are as follows [28] . As we know that blood is incompressible liquid hence ρ m will be a content measure. Hence the equation of continuity for blood flow takes the following form:
Equation of Motion:
As per this principle, total momentum of every fluid system is preserved in lack of outside force. So the law of conservation of momentum is appropriate to renal circulatory system. In addition, rate of change of momentum of a fluid particle with respect to time equals to external force exerted on it, which is also known as Newton's second law of motion.Therefore, rate of change of momentum as same as sum of regarding two mentioned forces, which could be symbolically presented as follows. dp dt = -P+F where, dp dt = rate of change of momentum, P=Internal pressures=viscous force
The hydro dynamical pressure p among phases of blood could be hypothetical to be consistent since phases i.e. blood cells and plasma is for all time in the symmetry state in blood [29] . Consider viscosity coefficient of blood cells to be , applying the principle of conservation of momentum, we conclude the eq. of motion for phase of blood cells: Where is viscosity coefficient for blood as a combination of two phases.
Special constitutive equations for blood:
Normally blood is non-homogeneous combination of plasma and blood cells.
Although for practical reasons it can be considered to be homogeneous two-phase mixture of plasma and blood cells. The constitutive equations planned for whole blood mixture are as follows: The non -Newtonian Herschel-Bulkley equation [10] τ= + e=0( ). It holds superior when blood shows yield stress we notice that the yield stress arise because blood cells form aggregates in the form of rouleaux at low strain rate.
If
, no blood flow takes place. It is found that yield stress is given by the following formula Where, A ; is the hematocrit below which there is no yield stress.
Boundary Conditions: (i)
The velocity of blood flow on the axis of capillaries at r=0 will be utmost and finite, say V 0 = maximum velocity. (ii)The velocity of blood flow on the fence blood vessel at r=R, where, R is the radius of capillary, will be zero. This state is well known as no-slip condition.
Mathematical Modeling: Consider the two layer blood flow in that one is Newtonian while other is Non-Newtonian power law flow. The layer which is close with wall of the vessels can be taken as Newtonian; reason is layer contains plasma only. The second core layer can be considering as non-Newtonian power law, reason here the ratio of blood cells is too high in comparison to plasma. Because blood vessels are cylindrical, the above equations should transform in cylindrical co-ordinates system. Now we have to transform equation (4) and (5) 
Matrix of conjugate, metric tensor:
Christoffel's symbols of 2 nd kind as:
Relation among contra variant physical components of velocity of flow of blood is:
The matrix of the physical components of shearing stresstensor: 
Considering flow of blood as axially symmetric in arteries i.e. V θ =0 and V r V z and p do not depend upon θ. Also the blood flow steadily, i.e.
SOLUTION:
Integrating equation (6) we get, v z =v(r) because v does not depend upon θ.
Integrating equation of motion (7) yields:
P=p (z) since p does not depend upon θ
Now, with the help of equation (11) and (12) the equations of motion (9) convert: n dp d dv m 0= -+ r r dz dr dr
The pressure gradient (dp/dz) = p of blood flow in the arteries remote the heart which is supposed to be constant and hence the equation (13) converts:
On integrating equation (14),
Because velocity of the blood flow on the axis of cylindrical arteries is maximum and constant. So apply the boundary condition at r=0, v=V 0 (constant), equation (15) 
On integrating equation (15),
To determine the arbitrary constant B, apply the non-slip condition on the inner wall of the arteries at r=R, V=0, where R= radius of vessel, on equation (17),
Hence the equation (17) converts:
Which conclude the velocity of the blood flow in the artery remote from heart. Now the formula for velocity of blood flows can be obtained by replacing m η with p η in Newtonian model:
Where d the radius of core layer. The velocity of core layer is obtained as the equation (15) 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Using (19) and by putting the value of H, we get the following Graph for above table is:
In this paper we have taken observed data with respect to Blood pressure and Hematocrit considering the disease Diabetes. On applying the two phase Non-Newtonian power law model, we get the relation . Later the graph is interpreted, where the trend line shows a linear relationship between pressure drop and hematocrit as y= 5.803x+2645, where the slope of the line is 5.803.
CONCLUSION
In Bio Physical interpretation, we have taken observed data regarding with Blood Pressure and Hematocrit of Diabetes patient. Using two phase Non-Newtonian model we get the relation and the graph is drawn between Blood Pressure and Hematocrit in renal capillary in Non-Newtonian flow, and trend of graph shows the relation between Blood Pressure drop and Hematocrit as linear as y = 5.803x + 2645 .This linear relation approves the two phase relation Where X=H/100 and slope of trend line is…. 5.803. By this slope of the trend line we can suggest about blood pressure fluctuation in regarding tissue.
